
               Four Skills For Embodiment Around Others  
   MODULE 2: Finding Home In Your Core 

 
Lesson 2.2 - Embodiment and Your Core 

 
In this video lets talk about EMBODIMENT and Finding Home Your Core. 
 
Why in your core? I can be identified with my thoughts, with my actions, with 
other people’s reactions and realities but my CORE is homebase, more reliable 
than any external touch-point. 
 
To feel safe in a body, we need a sense of home base in the body. We can 
locate that base anywhere in our core, or feel the whole length of it: head, throat, 
heart, solar plexus, belly, pelvic floor. When we find our core, we can practice 
staying connected with ourselves around other people. 
 
Our nervous systems learn from each other by being connected. Embodied 
connection is our birthright. We thrive in safe, embodied connection but we have 
to know how to arrive in our bodies to be available for embodied connection. At 
times, we all need help arriving in our bodies. I can think I am grounded in my 
body, but then, if I do 30 seconds of Sitz Bones Rock, feeling my weight pour 
from one side to the other, I notice how much more alive and available I become. 
 
It is easy to lose ourselves in relationships, in work, in intimacy or in conflict 
situations, and not even realize it. I can tell that I have been neglecting my core 
when I get low on vitality and go emotionally flat. 
 
Your core is anywhere from your pelvic floor to the top of your head. If the 
whole column lights up, that’s great. If you live in your head, it’s a part of your 
core. If you are in your heart, that’s great. Take a minute and rock back and forth 
now, feel into your core, where is it? Where do you go to feel connected with 
your physical self? 
 
A solid psychological sense of self is rooted in a solid physical sense of 
self. Various forms of grounding, centering, breath and movement can help us 



stay connected with a solid, embodied sense of self, while around other people. 
Sitz Bones Rock is a simple yet profound structure for feeling into our core in just 
a few minutes. 
 
Watch the video, do the practice 3X with a buddy or two, and respond to the 
written questions on the Buddy Practice PDF, either between practice sessions, 
or with your partner. 
 
This is where you track yourself: in your core. 
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